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Din - Desig In - Location

WHAT IS DIN - DESIGN IN 
LOCATION

Din – Design In is the event organized every year by Promotedisegn.it. It is a huge exhibition 
oriented toward emerging and well-known designers, creative labs, self produced designers and 
collectives of artisans.
 
Every exhibitor will be guaranteed a high visibility that is converted into real commercial contacts, 
strategic partnerships, working collaborations and media relations.
Din 2018 will be again held in the strategic place located in the heart of the main event. The main 
venue is a former industrial hangar of 2000 m2 with a leading position thanks to its double 
entrance: one in via Massimiano 6 and one in via Sbodio 9, the two busiest streets of the event.

Lambrate Design District has been one of the busiest area with the key players of the design world. 
Journalists, trend setters, buyers, firms, marketing and new trends experts, visit everyday our 
location which is now one of the must-see during the Milan Design Week. 

Lambrate, given the importance and the contribution it gives in the promotion of Milan as one of the 
reference point and as international showcase, it’s sustained by Institutions and Authorities as the 
Comune di Milano - Assessorato Politiche del lavoro, commercio, moda and design and also by 
important media partners.



DIN 2017 FIGURES 

Online shop 

Treneed.com

Din - Design In - Linnea Ek Blaehr

Visitors

over 120000

Exhibitors

over 150

Exhibiting nationalities

over 30

Exhibited objects

over 900

Journalists

over 2000

Set up

2000 Sq M



WHY PARTICIPATING
PRESS AND PROMOTION
Lambrate Design District gathers the attention of journalists, photographers, bloggers, buyers 
and scouts from all over the world. Each participant is granted the advertising of the products. 
Press releases related to the initiative, graphic and textual materials are given to magazines 
and journalists for the publication of articles. An editorial and social plan is also made with 
several communication strategies as: suspance creation on social networks, publication of news on the 
Promotedesign.it portal and also sponsored campaigns.

VISIBILITY
The area of Lambrate Design District and, specifically, the area among the streets Massimiano, Ventura, 
Sbodio and Oslavia, has been the busiest one among the key players of the design world. Journalists, 
trend setters, buyers, firms, marketing and new trends experts, visit everyday our location which 
is now one of the must-see during the Milan Design Week. Website and social media are visited 
with high frequency during the whole event.

NETWORK AND BUSINESS
During the event there is the development of network among professional to share competence and 
resources. There are business and sales opportunities and collaborations between professionals 
and the press.

PRESENCE
During the Design Week, the city of Milan is the key point for the top players of the field home-
furniture. Fuorisalone is really a not-to-miss event!

Din - Design In - In-es artdesign - Collezione Be



Din - Design In - Gaurav Nanda Ben Good 

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
 Din - Design In is the perfect combination of quality and innovation.

The location is divided according to the typology of the exhibitor and a theme path is created in order 
to guide the visitor and granting the best visibility to each participant.

Each brand can ask for the dimension that meets the brand’s needs. Promotedesign.it collaborates 
with the participant to define in the best way the whole area.

Promotedesign.it is also available to review each proposal according to the requests of the client.



Din - Desig In - In-es_artdesign

HOW TO PARTICIPATE 

1. Sending of the application together with the images of the products you’d like to exhibit to the 
e-mail address fuorisalone@promotedesign.it

2. Receipt of the selection’s result: Promotedesign.it’ staff  will contact on the phone or via e-mail 
the Designer/Firm communicating the products considered suitable for the exhibition

3. Within 7 days since the receipt of the explanatory email, the candidate has to confirm his/her 
participation to the project, by sending the signed contract to fuorisalone@promotedesign.it

4. Payment of the participation fee together with the contract

5. Within 20 days from the signing of the contract sending all the forms to: fuorisalone@
promotedesign.it

6. All the technical and logistic information about the exhibitory spaces and about the event are 
stated in the Technical Specification document



Din - Desig In - Yukiko Izumi

SERVICES

Logistical and organizational services
- expository space
- supported setting up
- electricity
- organization of interrelated events (workshop / conferences)
- informative help and multilingual reception
- bases for products
- banner with exhibitor’s details
- general coordination of the event

Communication plan
- map of Lambrate Design District
- coordinated communication to all the participants
- press office
- publication of the event on the main sector’s guides 
- distribution of 50000 printed invitations and brochures
- five sending of Press Kit to 10000 international journalists
- distribution of over 100000 digital invitations to design contacts
- live communication on Promotedesign.it and its social networks
- selling of the products on the e-commerce Treneed.com

You can also take advantage of other extra services check the Additional Services brochure



PRESS REVIEW

Abitare 
AD
Allestire
AND
Arcobaleno
Auto&Design
Case&stili
Corriere della Sera
Cosmopolitan
Crisalide
DDN
DesignerBlog
Dettaglihomedecor
Domus
Edilportale
ELLE DECOR
ELLE DECORATION
Espoarte
Euromag

Exibart
Fashionblabla
Foodtrip and more
FRAME
GQ Italia
Hoepli
I think magazine
Il Pensiero Artistico
Il Sole 24 ore
Ilas
Italent magazine
La provincia di Como
Libero
Living corriere della sera
Living.Corriere.it
Luerzersarchive
Man in job
Maremagnum
Marie Claire

Milano arte expo
Mixdesign
Moma non moma
Moma style
Mondadori
Moscow design museum
Mug magazine
Muvonapp
Mymi
Ottagono
Paperblog
Professionearchitetto.it
Quotidiano casa
Relooking casa
Roeroilluminazione
Room decorating
Russia beyond
Smalta-id.ru
Smart-catalog.it

Social design magazine
Stylecult
Style-Different
Switch magazine
Tafter.it
TL Magazine
Tutto fiere
Vanity Fair
Visionearredo.it
Viverlacasa
Where Milan
Wherevent
Wired
WowMagazine
Zero

Design For - Special Contents -Dubini - Twitable - Seletti

Down below you can find a portion of the press review related to Din - Design In.





FAQ

Who are the exhibitors of Din?
Designers, design studios and creative brands. Academies and schools of design, collective of designers 
and firms that launch new products.
Can I choose my space in the location?
Promotedesign.it will establish the spaces in the location according to the product typology, their 
style and the size of the space asked. The exhibitors then will not be able to choose their spot in the 
location.
Will the stands be separated by walls or something similar?
Each stand is marked by horizontal signage. The brands with products that will need a wall for the 
setting up will be placed on the perimetral walls of the hangar without any extra cost.
Does electricy have an extra cost?
Free electricity will be given to those exhibitors whose products need electricity as lamps etc. Electricity 
for different use (pc, battery charger, mobile phones etc) has an additional cost.
Can I enter the location with my vehicle?
Vans, trucks and vehicles can be parked ONLY for the time necessary to load/unload the products.
Do I have to hang the suspension lamps myself?
Promotedesign.it will help you during the hanging of suspended lamps. You have to communicate the 
number of suspensions exhibited in the Products Data Form and during the setting up days the lamps 
shall already be connected with an electricity cable not shorter than 8 metres with Italian plug.



CONTACTS

www.promotedesign.it
fuorisalone@promotedesign.it
+39 02 36 58 02 08

PRESS INFO
press@promotedesign.it
Tel: 02.36.58.02.08 


